
 



Abstract 
 
Social Media Influencers (SMIs) and their sponsored posts on the Social Media represent a              

growing part of tomorrow’s digital marketing landscape. Marketers hire them to recommend            

their products to their large audiences through friendly and engaging social media posts. To              

please marketers, increasing and maintaining their audience size is of the utmost importance.             

Consequently, number of followers, likes, and comments have become the metrics of SMIs             

success. However, recent contradictory publications of business magazines and academic          

research raised the question of SMIs’ online popularity, credibility, and their efficiency as brand              

endorsers. Hence, an online-based survey experiment based examined the audience’s attitude of            

SMI credibility across three different level of online popularity using Ohanian’s (1990) source             

credibility model. Further, the relationship between SMI credibility and brand attitude, and the             

mediating effect of attitude toward sponsored post were investigated using a research model             

adapted from Attitude toward advertising models. The findings revealed that the more an SMI is               

popular, the more he is perceived as a credible brand advocate, and SMI credibility was found to                 

positively and directly influences brand attitude. Semi-structured interviews strengthened the          

discussion of the quantitative results. Theoretical and managerial contributions of the study are             

presented and suggestions for future research ensue.  
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1. Introduction 

 
Is it bad to have too many friends on the Social Media? According to scholars, yes it is. Donath                   

and Boyd (2004) found that individuals gathering an implausible number of friends on             

“Friendster” (a former social media) were called “Friendster whores” by the other users because              

of their superficial collection of friends. It is needless to say that this offensive nickname               

highlights some kind of negative opinion. Similarly, Tong et al. (2008) led a research on the                

relationship between Facebook profiles’ number of friends and their social attractiveness. Their            

study revealed that social attractiveness of Facebook profiles increase up to 300 friends and              

drops down after that threshold. On the Social media, the individuals who gather the largest               

numbers of friends are celebrities such as Selena Gomez with more than 122 million followers               

on Instagram. One might wonder if people who visit Selena Gomez’s Instagram profile have a               

bad impression of her because of her tremendous number of followers. Nevertheless, in their              

research, Jin and Phua (2014) demonstrated that celebrities with a higher number of followers on               

Twitter were rated with a higher source credibility than those with a lower number of followers.                

This therefore suggests that online popularity and social outcomes are not linked in the same               

way for ordinary users and celebrities. Nowadays, apart from celebrities, another type of Social              

Media users are gathering large numbers of connections: the Social Media Influencers.  

 

Freberg et al. (2011) define Social media influencers (SMIs) as “third party endorsers able to               

shape audience attitudes through their blogs, their tweets and their use of other social media”.               

SMIs have a key influence over prospective buyers, this practice is called Influencer marketing              

(Ranga and Sharma, 2014). “The best marketing doesn't feel like marketing”, this quote             

highlights the response of consumers and their resistance toward marketing. Indeed, Influencer            

marketing is a type of marketing that “does not feel like marketing”. That is why 2017 might                 

ultimately be the year of undercover marketing: among the expected buzzing marketing trends,             

the topic of Influencer Marketing 2.0 is quoted by Forbes and the British marketing magazine               

Marketing Week (Bacon, Rogers and Chahal, 2016; Agrawal, 2017). Usually, SMIs are paid or              

compensated by brands for recommending products to their social media homegrown audiences            
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through blog posts, social media posts, or YouTube product reviews. The advantage of SMIs’              

recommendations is their friendly tone, according to Ranga & Sharma (2014) they bring trust to               

the buying process. Indeed, when it comes to building trust toward a brand, recent research of                

Twitter claimed that the efficiency of an influencer recommendation is very close to the one of a                 

friend with 49% compared to 56% (blog.twitter.com, 2016). Embedded in consumers friends’            

posts on the social media, friendly and engaging SMIs’ posts are recommending products just as               

a friend would do.  

 

As a result, businesses are nowadays tapping into SMIs homegrown audiences establishing            

strategic partnerships with SMIs who interact with potential customers for their products and             

services. Among social media, Instagram appears to be a fertile land for this kind of partnerships.                

Instagram might even be SMIs’ favorite playground. Instagram is increasingly arousing the            

interest of marketers, 96% of US fashion brands have an account on this social network               

(Emarketer.com, 2017). Last year, the fashion week #LFW 2016 generated 5.602 Instagram            

postings compared to 1.178 Twitter mentions over the same time-lapse. For fashion and beauty              

brands, Instagram appears to be the ultimate Social Media. Business online magazines seem to              

agree: In a post written for Forbes.com, Phil Laboon calls Instagram “the next power player”               

(2016). According to Latiff & Safie (2015), Instagram itself and Instagrammers are tremendously             

popular and therefore provide businesses with a large reach. For instance, “Chrissy”, an SMI              

recommending mostly cosmetics is gathering 3.8 million of followers on Instagram.  

  

Nevertheless, Influencers with a gigantic number of followers are not always business's’ favorite             

ones. In September 2016, L’Oréal Paris launched a new influencer marketing campaign in             

partnership with five influential beauty bloggers from the UK reaching 5 million surfers. The              

so-called “Beauty Squad” has a large audience. However, L’Oreal could have chosen influencers             

with an even greater reach. Indeed, the brand aimed at creating authenticity and have therefore               

chosen these influencers for their higher expertise in the beauty field. Their choice highlights the               

recent marketer's interest for smaller influencers resulting in more authentic partnerships (Giant            

Media, 2016). In line with L’Oreal strategy, recent Econsultancy website postings are            
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emphasizing the interest for businesses to collaborate with smaller influencers (Chen, 2016;            

markerly.com, 2015). Fergus Thomas, co-founder of social marketing agency Irban Group,           

introduced the concept of “power middle influencers” to describe the efficiency of SMIs strongly              

engaging communities ranging from 100 000 to 200 000 followers (Chen, 2016). According to              

Fergus Thomas, those influencers are perceived as more authentic and more friendly by the              

target-audience and as result drive higher return on investment.  

 

But why would SMIs number of followers have an impact on their effectiveness as marketing               

tools? Because their number of followers affect the way they are perceived (Walther, 1992;              

Walther & Parks, 2002) and the attributions made in consumers’ minds about them (Kapitan &               

Silveira, 2016). Indeed, Kapitan & Silveira (2016) consider those attributions made by            

consumers about the influencers as central to the endorsement effectiveness. This idea of             

impression is crucial for speakers like SMIs. To understand how speakers are perceived, eWoM              

and endorsement scholars have often used the concept of source credibility (Friedman et al.,              

1979; Belch & Belch 2003 ; Ohanian 1990 ; Goldsmith et Al., 2000). Source credibility refers                

here to the extent to which the audience “perceives the source as having relevant knowledge,               

skill, or experience and trusts the source to give unbiased, objective information” (Belch & Belch               

2003, p.168). Speakers like celebrity endorsers and SMIs are considered to be better at              

persuading their audience and influencing their attitudes (Belch & Belch, 2003; Goldsmith et al.,              

2000). Using source credibility model (Ohanian, 1990) Goldsmith and Al. (2000) revealed a             

positive relationship between endorsers’ credibility and attitude toward the brand through the            

mediation of attitude toward advertising. Similarly, Jin and Phua (2014) used source credibility             

model to investigate the impact of celebrities’ number of Twitter followers on their perceived              

source credibility. Their findings revealed that celebrities with a high number of followers were              

rated higher in source credibility than those with a low number of followers and that they were,                 

therefore, better at driving consumers positive attitude changes. Similarly to celebrities, SMIs            

with a high numbers of followers on Instagram could be perceived as more credible and could                

therefore be better at driving positive changes in consumers brand attitude.  
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1.1 Contribution   

So far, The academic literature on the relationship between online popularity and social             

outcomes such as source credibility is limited and leaves an opportunity for future research.              

Scholars have investigated this relationship mainly on Facebook (Tong et al., 2008) and Twitter              

(Jin and Phua, 2014). Kapitan & Silveira (2016) suggest that different media platform produces              

different outcomes when researching on endorsement. Therefore, in line with their           

recommendations, this paper will examine the relationship between online popularity and source            

credibility on a different platform: Instagram. Furthermore, actual research is limited to ordinary             

users (Tong et al. 2008) and celebrity endorsers (Jin and Phua, 2014), no existing research has                

examined this relationship in the case of the SMIs. Therefore, this paper will aim at extending                

the existing knowledge by studying this phenomenon in the case of SMIs. Moreover, the              

research design implemented by Jin and Phua (2014) has a limitation that motivates further              

research. They only examined the perceived source credibility of two celebrities’ twitter            

accounts with a very low and a very high number follower leaving the matter of a medium                 

number of followers unresolved. Thus, this paper will investigate the relationship between online             

popularity and source credibility across a low, a medium and a high level of online popularity. In                 

addition, we will examine the path between source credibility, attitude toward advertising and             

brand attitude supported by endorsement scholars (Lafferty and Goldsmith, 1999; Goldsmith et            

al.,2000) in the case of the SMIs.  

 

1.2 Research questions and objectives  

The first objective of this research is to understand the relationship between SMIs’ online              

popularity and the extent to which they are perceived as credible by an audience. The second                

objective of this research is to examine the impact of SMI credibility on consumer's reaction to                

advertisements and brands. Further, the study will investigate the path between SMIs’ credibility             

attitude toward the ad and brand attitude.  
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Regarding these research objectives, the study will address the following questions:  

❏ What is the impact of Social media influencers’ online popularity on their perceived             

source credibility? 

❏ What is the impact of Social media influencers’ source credibility on consumers’ attitude             

toward sponsored posts and brand attitude?  

  

1.3 Scope 

France has been chosen as the geographical area for this study (Saunders et al., 2012). To ensure                 

the contribution of the study to the academic literature on endorsers and social media influencers,               

in line with Kapitan & Silveira (2016) who recommend future researchers to investigate on a               

new media platform, the social media Instagram has been selected. This choice was motivated by               

the lack of literature on this platform as well as its growing importance in the social media                 

landscape (Laboon, 2016). Duffy & Hund (2015) argues that among bloggers operating on             

Instagram, fashion and beauty bloggers are the most commercially successful and publicly            

visible. Therefore, this study has been limited to SMIs recommending cosmetic products on             

Instagram. Furthermore, Millennials have been chosen as the population of the study for their              

extensive use of Instagram, in the US, 60% of the 18-34 years old are active on the Social Media                   

(Smart Insights, 2017). 
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2. Theoretical Framework  

This chapter presents the theoretical ground of this research. First the concepts of Social Media,               

Social media influencers and Instagram are presented to provide the background of the study.              

Second, the concept of source credibility is presented and the relationship between online             

popularity and source credibility is discussed and concluded by a first hypothesis. Thereafter, we              

introduce the variables depending on source credibility, attitude toward sponsored posts and            

brand attitude. The presentations of the variables end with hypotheses. The chapter is closed              

with  the research model summarizing the hypothesis.  

 

2.1 Social Media 

According to Yates & Paquette (2011, p.6), social media refer to “tools that enable open online                

exchange of information through conversation and interaction”. In line with this definition,            

Bertot et al. (2012, p.30), defined social media as “a set of online tools that are designed and                  

centered around social interaction”. Those definitions highlight the importance of the exchanges            

between its users. As pointed out by Ouirdi et al. (2014), Social media need a more complete                 

definition which addresses questions such as “who says what, in which channel, to whom, with               

what effect and why” (Ouirdi et al. 2014, p.113) Consequently, Ouirdi and al. (2014, p.119)               

proposed a definition from the study of 23 academical definition of Social Media : “a set of                 

web-based and mobile platforms built on web 2.0 technologies, and allowing users at the micro-,               

meso- and macro- levels to share and geo-tag user-generated content (images, text, audio, video              

and games), to collaborate, and to build networks and communities, with the possibility of              

reaching and involving large audiences”. This research will use this definition for its             

completeness.  

 

During the last few years, Social Media have shifted from a basic collaboration tool to a major                 

part of the current media landscape (Evans & Bratton, 2008; Weinberg, 2009; Singh, Lehnert &               

Bostick, 2012). Therefore, marketers reacted by increasingly investing in this growing trend. In             
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2011, more than the half of social media users were following brands on social media (de Vries                 

& al., 2012). From 2009 to 2016, social media marketing raised by 234% representing 11.7% of                

companies marketing budgets in 2016 compared to 3.5% in 2009 (Moorman, 2016). Brands can              

benefit from Social Media marketing in various ways: reaching potential customers,           

communicating and collaborating, as well as creating value to customers (Carlson & Lee, 2015).              

Social Media presents also new benefits for consumers. Indeed, Social media are providing             

consumers with greater control over their interactions with brands, product, and services            

(Mas-Tur et al., 2016). In their introduction to social media marketing, Evans et al. (2016 p.xviii)                

compare the Social web to a “disinfectant sunlight” that reveals what’s good and bad to               

consumers. As a matter of fact, Social media enable consumers to share their product              

experiences for instance by writing product reviews. This interaction extended the traditional            

word of mouth communication on the web (Chen et al., 2011; Mas-Tur et al., 2016) hence                

generating this “sunlight” providing further information to consumers. Social media appear to be             

a trusted source of information. Consumers, especially teenagers are increasingly fed out with             

traditional information channels (Mas-Tur, et al., 2016). Indeed, adolescents tend to consider            

information accessed through social media as more reliable than the one spread by companies              

through traditional media (Foux, 2006; Mas-Tur et al., 2016). Consequently, Marketing on the             

Social Media has become a major trend on the 21st century (Felix et al., 2017) 

  

2.1.1 Social media influencers: 2.0 endorsers  

Social Media have provided its ordinary users, who were not famous, with the opportunity to rise                

to fame (Khamis et al., 2016). Those former anonymous users have been able to build large fan                 

bases, large enough to interest advertisers who want them to endorse and recommend their              

products through their social media posts (Khamis et al., 2016). Freberg and al. (2011) call those                

former lambda users “Social media influencers” (SMIs) and define them as « a new type of third                 

party endorsers who shape audience attitudes ». In order to shape audience attitudes and support               

businesses marketing activities, SMIs write brand relevant information through blog posts,           

articles, and other social media posts (Sharma & Ranga, 2014; Freberg and al. 2011). Actually,               

SMIs are regularly posting content on the Social Media in order to build their audience. A                
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continuous interaction and communication with their followership is their strategic way to            

maintain that followership size. (Marwick & Boyd, 2010; Khamis et al., 2016). As pointed out               

by Khamis et al. (2016), SMIs audience size is crucial to maintain their micro-celebrity status               

and therefore keep on arousing marketers’ interest. As a matter of fact, success for SMIs is                

measured in “number of likes, shares, retweets, followers and comments” (Khamis et al., 2016 p.               

197). Ultimately, their willingness to grow their audience and stay popular is highlighted by 

Khamis et al. (2016, p.194) who call them “fame-seekers”.  

    

In academic literature, SMIs have been investigated through different lenses. Scholars who            

researched on SMIs as an advertising tool consider SMIs posts as eWoM like Li & al. (2011) and                  

Hu and Liu (2015). On the other hand, literature also relates SMIs to the concept of endorsers                 

and therefore to the endorsement literature (Li & al., 2011; Kapitan & Silveira, 2016). This               

multi-dimensional side of SMI concept is highlighted by Pang & al (2016) who describe their               

activity as “third-party word of mouth endorsement”.   

 

This new type of endorsement is also called Influencer Marketing (Ranga & Sharma, 2014) and               

business magazines use the term Influencer Marketing 2.0 to highlight the digital dimension of              

this practice (Bacon, Rogers and Chahal, 2016; Agrawal, 2017). It has emerged from diverse              

practices and studies and bases the development of marketing activities around a key individual              

having a key influence over prospective buyers (Sharma & Ranga, 2014). Advertisers are very              

interested in SMIs’ influence and they seek to capitalise on their wide audience and “benefit               

from the intimate, more trustworthy relationship” that they developed with their followers            

(Khamis et al., 2016, p.202). SMIs could be segmented into categories depending on their              

audience size, small influencers who start to generate sponsored content from 10,000 followers,             

medium-sized influencers or Power middle influencers with a maximum of 250,000 followers            

(Sipka, 2016, p.1), and SMIs with tremendous audiences exceeding one million of follower. For              

businesses, Choosing the right SMI is very important and even though they can contact them               

directly, they can also call upon an Influencers agency to assist them in their choice (Taylor,                

2015).  
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A Twitter study (2016) reveals that among consumers 56% rely on friends recommendations             

when considering purchasing a product. The same study showed that among consumers, 49%             

rely on “Influencers” (SMIs) recommendations. Even though this claim might be biased, Twitter             

having conflicting interests regarding this topic, SMIs are undoubtedly considered to be trusted.             

According to Ranga & Sharma (2014, p.17) they “carry trust into the buying process”. In line                

with Sharma & Ranga (2014), Pang & al. (2016) describe SMIs as opinion leaders. Indeed, as                

“proxy communicators” (Pang & al, 2016 p.2), SMIs are considered to benefit from a high               

credibility when persuading their audience (Booth & Matic, 2011; Pang & al, 2016).  

 

2.1.2 Instagram  

In line with Ouirdi and al. (2014) social media’s definition, Instagram is a mobile-based social               

media allowing to post user-generated content. The app is available on IOS and Android              

(Marwick, 2015). From the app main menu, instagram users can navigate through a stream of               

pictures from their followers, explore the pictures of other popular users, search for by hashtags               

and usernames, take pictures and upload them, access, comment and like others’ profiles or              

pictures and see their own profile (Marwick, 2015). Even though Instagram has a website, the               

main part of its activity occurs on the mobile app since the website doesn’t allow users to upload                  

pictures (Marwick, 2015). According to Instagram’s FAQ, Instagram is “A fun and quirky way              

to share your life with friends through a series of pictures” (Instagram, 2017).  

Instagram has adopted a “followers model”. Users following someone are called his or her              

“followers”, and the users followed by someone are called his or her “followings” (Abidin,              

2015). Marwick (2015) describes this model as unidirectional because followings are not            

expected to be mutual similarly to Twitter. Users can choose to have their profile public, then                

everybody can see their postings and comment and like it, or they can have their profile private                 

and therefore restrict the access to authorized users only (Instagram, 2017). It is needless to say                

that SMIs, aiming at growing their audience, keep their profiles public.  

Instagram is increasingly used by marketers who tend to prefer the visual media to communicate               

and show their products (Doyle, 2016). Furthermore, marketers’ interest for Instagram is fed by              
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its tremendous popularity as well as the tremendous popularity of its users, thus brands are now                

establishing strategic partnerships with SMIs to promote their products (Latif & Safie, 2015). 

 

2.2 Conceptual framework  

The left part of the research model presented below represents the relationship between SMI’s              

online popularity and SMI source credibility which represents the most contributory part of this              

paper. The right part of the model represents the relationship between SMI’s source credibility              

and brand attitude through the mediation of attitude toward sponsored posts. This model is              

adapted from the well-known path between endorser credibility, attitude toward advertising and            

brand attitude supported by endorsement scholars (Lafferty and Goldsmith, 1999; Goldsmith et            

al.,2000) 

 

 

2.2.1 Source credibility 

Source credibility is defined by Belch & Belch (2003) as the extent to which the audience sees                 

the source of a message as “having relevant knowledge, skill, or experience and trusts the source                

to give unbiased, objective information”. In communication research, the source credibility of a             

message is considered to affect its effectiveness (Belch & Belch, 2003). Hovland et al. (1951)               

argued that message sources perceived as credible are more likely to persuade their audience. In               

the endorsement literature, endorsers’ source credibility has often been shown to be a predictor              

of consumers’ attitudes toward advertising and brand attitude (Lafferty and Goldsmith, 1999;            
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Goldsmith et al. 2000; Jin & Phua, 2014). Therefore, the construct will be investigated first as a                 

dependent variable of SMI’s online popularity and second as predictor of attitude toward             

sponsored posts and brand attitude. Academic research related to endorsers often refer to             

Ohanian (1990) source credibility scale to measure audience perception of endorsers’ credibility            

(Lafferty and Goldsmith, 1999; Goldsmith et Al., 2000; Jin & Phua, 2014). Ohanian’s scale is               

based on previous existing theories and models of source credibility (Hovland et Al. 1951;              

McGuire 1985; Baker & Churchill 1977; Maddux and Rogers 1980). In line with previous              

researches, Ohanian’s model (1990) argues that endorsers’ source credibility is constructed of            

three dimensions: trustworthiness, expertise and attractiveness. Each of source credibility          

dimension is further composed of five adjectives that have been used in previous researches to               

illustrate those dimensions. Trustworthiness of an endorser refers to the extent to which the              

audience perceives his message as valid (Friedman et al., 1979; Ohanian, 1990). The five              

adjectives which compose this dimension are: Dependable, honest, reliable, sincere and           

trustworthy. Those adjectives have been selected from previous researches (Applbaum and           

Anatol, 1972; Bower and Phelps, 1967; Friedman et Al., 1979). Second, expertise of an endorser               

refers to the extent to which the audience thinks he has an advanced level of skills or knowledge                  

in a particular field. This dimension is composed of the following adjectives adapted from past               

researches: expert, experienced, knowledgeable, qualified and skilled (Hovland et Al., 1951;           

Applbaum and Anatol, 1972). Finally, attractiveness is the ability for the endorser to physically              

attract and enhance “likability”. This last dimension is composed of these adjectives selected in              

past researches: Attractive, classy, beautiful, elegant and sexy (Baker & Churchill 1977; Maddux             

and Rogers 1980). The synthesis of past researches and the general acceptance of Ohanian’s              

model (1990) by scholars makes it a reliable model to assess the source credibility of an SMI.  

 

2.2.2 SMI’s online popularity and SMI’s source credibility  

Online popularity is the independent variable of this study. This research aims at understanding              

how it affects SMIs perceived source credibility. Indeed, online popularity for SMIs is of the               

utmost importance. As highlighted by Khamis and al. (2016), SMIs are continuously trying to              

maintain or increase their audience size to please marketers. The Cambridge English dictionary             
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defines popularity as: the fact that something or someone is liked, enjoyed, or supported by many                

people (http://dictionary.cambridge.org, 2017). In this paper we will consider online popularity           

for SMIs as the fact that they are liked, enjoyed, or followed by many other Instagram users. On                  

Instagram, online popularity is translated into what scholars of computer-mediated          

communication call a system generated information (Tong et al., 2008): their number of             

followers displayed on their profile. Scholars of computer-mediated communication (CMC)          

distinguished three sources of information accessible to users on one’s social network profile             

(Tong et al. 2008), self-generated information, other-generated information and system generated           

information. Self-generated information refers to one’s resume and posts, other-generated          

information refers to information posted on one’s account by other users such as someone              

writing a message on someone else’s Facebook wall. The last type of information, “system              

generated information” refers to information automatically displayed by the social network           

software such as one’s number of followers (Tong et al. 2008).  

  

According to Social Information Processing theory (SIP) (Walther, 1992; Walther & Parks,            

2002), people use available information in CMC environments to form impression even though             

nonverbal cues usually processed to form opinions in offline communication are not available.             

These findings suggest that one profile number of followers is a cue that will lead other users to                  

create an impression about that profile. In traditional, or “offline” popularity research, a linear              

relationship between popularity and attractiveness has been demonstrated (Kleck et al., 2007).            

However, Tong et al. (2008) findings on Facebook suggest that this relationship is not valid               

anymore when it comes to CMC and online popularity. Indeed, Donath and Boyd (2004) argued               

that individuals gathering a too high number of friends are called “Friendster whore” which is, of                

course, the sign of an adverse judgment due to the superficiality of those “friendships”.              

Furthermore, Tong et al. (2008) suggest that there is curvilinear U reversed-shape relationship             

between online popularity and social attractiveness. In other terms, a high number of Facebook              

“friends” might increase social attractiveness but only up to a certain number of friends. Even               

though the concept of social attractiveness is different from source credibility, social            

attractiveness can be associated with one of the dimension of source credibility model:             
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attractiveness (Ohanian, 1990). Moreover, both social attractiveness and source credibility are           

argued by Jin and Phua (2014) to be “social outcomes” which respond to the same mechanisms                

when it comes to online popularity. In line with the idea of a curvilinear relationship between                

online popularity and social outcomes, business online magazines have recently highlighted the            

superiority of “power middle influencers” (Sipka, 2016, p.1) over the influencers with massive             

audiences (markerly.com, 2015). “Power middle influencers” refers to SMIs having an audience            

ranging from 10 000 to 250 000 followers (Sipka, 2016, p.1). However, those claims are not                

always well-founded. Moreover, markerly.com only measures the effectiveness of SMIs thanks           

to engagement rates (like and comments divided by the number of followers)(markerly.com,            

2015) and one could argue that non-active users make that rate decrease for the more popular                

individuals. Tong et al. (2008) research showed that having a too high number of friends could                

be detrimental for social outcomes, however, their findings are relevant only to lambda users of               

the social networks.  

 

As mentioned by Abidin (2015) and Khamis et al. (2016), SMIs can be considered as micro                

celebrities who aim at increasing their audience for a precise purpose: advertising (Khamis et al.,               

2016). Therefore, we assume that a large audience for an SMI will not be considered as a                 

superficial collection of friends (Donath & Boyd, 2004) but rather as a real fanbase (Khamis et                

al., 2016). Also, Jin & Phua (2014) revealed in a Twitter-based research on celebrities and               

eWoM, that celebrity endorsers with a higher number of followers were significantly associated             

with higher ratings on source credibility when compared to celebrity endorsers with a lower              

number of followers. In line with Walther et al. (2002) and Tong et al. (2008), different numbers                 

of followers displayed on SMIs’ profiles are expected to produce different cues. Consequently,             

different cues are expected to be differently processed by the audience resulting in different              

ratings of SMI source credibility.  

 

Hence, in line with the positive relationship between celebrity number of friends and their source               

credibility supported by Jin and Phua (2014) we propose the following hypothesis: 
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H1: An SMI with a higher number of followers will be perceived as higher in source                 

credibility than an SMI with a lower number of followers.  

 

2.2.3 Brand attitude  

In psychological sciences, “attitude” has been defined as “a psychological tendency that is             

expressed by evaluating a particular entity with degree of favor or disfavor” (Eagly & Chaiken,               

1993, p.459). Attitudes are considered by Eagly & Chaiken (2007) to be the basis of some                

transaction made with our environment and affect our responses to it. In the case of attitude                

toward advertising of a consumer, it could be a favorable or a less favorable response to an ad                  

resulting in purchasing or not the advertised product. In this research attitude toward sponsored              

posts therefore refers to the predisposition to respond in a favorable or in an unfavorable manner                

to a sponsored post.  

 
In academic literature, brand attitude has been conceptualized and researched to understand its             

antecedents and consequences, this concept is crucial because it affects consumer behaviors            

fostering brand profitability (Ghorban, 2012). For Mitchell & Olson (1981, p.318), brand            

attitude is the “individual’s internal evaluation of the brand” and refers to the response behavior               

regarding a particular brand stimulus at one point in the time. As pointed out by Spears & Singh,                  

(2004) this definition of brand attitude is relevant because the word “evaluation” highlights the              

idea of goodness and badness. In line with this idea, Park et al. (2010) define attitude as the                  

degree of positivity or negativity with which an attitude object is evaluated. This definition              

translates the idea that the attitude is a favorable or disfavorable evaluation of an object defended                

by Eagly & Chaiken (1993). In the context of social media and SMIs, the stimulus at one point                  

in the time mentioned by Mitchell & Olson (1981) is the exposure to an SMI profile and his or                   

her post. According to Bhatt et al. (2013), source credibility have been shown to influence               

consumers persuasion and their attitudes and scholars have demonstrated the impact of source             

credibility on brand attitude (Atkin and Block 1983; Fishbein and Ajzen 1975; Goldberg and              

Hartwick 1990; Mitchell and Olson 1981). More recently, Wang et al.’s (2017) findings on              

endorsement for an airline company supports that consumers’ perceived endorser credibility           
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positively influences consumers’ attitude of the endorsed airline brand. Therefore, based on the             

previous discussion and in line with the findings of Wang et al. (2017), in the context of SMI                  

endorsement, we propose the following hypothesis: 

 

H2: Consumers’ attitude of SMI credibility positively influences consumers’ brand          

attitude. 

2.2.4 Attitude toward sponsored posts  

Advertisers provide compensation for specific online users who recommend their product on an             

online platform. This type of product review is called sponsored posts (Lu et al., 2014). In this                 

definition specific users refer to SMIs and sponsored posts are SMIs’ bread and butter.  

 

Attitude toward sponsored posts is one of the dependent variable of SMI credibility. As              

mentioned in section 2.2.3, an attitude implies the idea of favor or disfavor. This idea is also                 

highlighted in a definition of attitude toward advertising by Lutz (1985, p130) who define it as a                 

“predisposition to respond in a favorable or in an unfavorable manner to a particular commercial               

stimulus during a particular exposure occasion”. In this research, the particular commercial            

stimulus refers to a sponsored post. Therefore, attitude toward sponsored posts will refer to the               

predisposition to respond in a favorable or in an unfavorable manner to a sponsored post. In past                 

researches, the construct of attitude toward advertising has been researched as a dependant             

variable of source credibility, and numerous studies revealed that source credibility positively            

impacts on attitude toward advertising (Atkin and Block 1983; Fishbein and Ajzen 1975;             

Goldberg and Hartwick 1990; Mitchell and Olson 1981). Further, in the case of endorsement,              

Lafferty and Goldsmith (1999) and Goldsmith et al. (2000) demonstrated a strong and direct              

effect of endorser credibility on attitude toward advertising. Based on previous literature and             

adapted from Goldsmith et al. (2000) to suit the case of SMIs and sponsored posts we propose                 

the following hypothesis:  

 

H3: Consumers’ attitude of SMI credibility positively influences consumer's attitude          

toward sponsored post 
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In the literature, attitude toward advertising has also been researched as a predictor variable of               

brand attitude. Numerous previous researches have demonstrated that attitude toward advertising           

is positively impacting brand attitude (Atkin and Block 1983; Fishbein and Ajzen 1975;             

Goldberg and Hartwick 1990; Mitchell and Olson 1981). In addition, Spears & Singh (2004)              

demonstrated in an attitude toward advertising framework, that brand attitude was impacted by             

attitude toward advertising. This relationship is also supported by Lafferty and Goldsmith (1999)             

and Goldsmith et al. (2000) who found a positive and direct relationship between attitude toward               

advertising and brand attitude. Based on Lafferty and Goldsmith (1999) and Goldsmith et al.              

(2000), attitude toward sponsored post will have a similar effect on brand attitude. Thus, the               

following hypothesis is proposed:  

 

H4: Consumers’ Attitude toward sponsored post positively influences consumers’ brand          

attitude. 

 

In addition to the positive effect of attitude toward advertising on brand attitude, Lafferty and               

Goldsmith (1999) have found that attitude toward advertising is mediating the relationship            

between endorser credibility and brand attitude. This mediational model has also been supported             

by the findings of Goldsmith et al. (2000). Therefore, In the case of SMI credibility, the same                 

mediating effect of attitude toward sponsored post in the relationship between SMI credibility             

and brand attitude is expected. According to Baron and Kenny (1986), in this mediational              

model, SMI credibility is a “causal variable” that will cause another variable, “the outcome”,              

namely, brand attitude. This relationship between the causal variable and the outcome is caused              

by the mediating variable, attitude toward sponsored post. Baron and Kenny’s (1986) procedure             

to test mediational models implies that if there is no mediation in our research model, either H3                 

or H4 will be insignificant. If the mediation is partial, then, H2, H3 and H4 will be significant                  

(Baron and Kenny, 1986; Zhao et al., 2010). Finally, if there is full mediation in the model, H3                  

and H4 will be significant, and H2 will be insignificant in the model.  
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2.3 Conceptual research model and hypothesis  

This completed research model aims at providing a clear overview of the hypotheses discussed              

and formulated along this chapter. 
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3. Methodology  

This chapter outlines the research method implemented to investigate the research questions. In             

a first part, we present an overview of our mixed method research design. Second, we present                

our procedure for reviewing the literature. Third we present our main research strategy, the              

survey experiment in which we present the sample, the stimuli, the measurements and the data               

analysis. Finally, we introduce our complementary research strategy, semi structured interviews,           

their sample and the data collection process.  

3.1 General Research Design    

This research design was explanatory since it sought to investigate causal relationships (Saunders             

et al., 2012). First the research design aimed at exploring the causal relationship between SMI’s               

online popularity and SMI credibility. Second, the research aimed at examining the path between              

SMI credibility, attitude toward sponsored posts and brand attitude. 

 

Starting by a literature review from where we formulated hypotheses, the research took a              

deductive approach (Saunders et al., 2012; Bryman & Bell, 2010). The deductive approach             

implies that the researcher, “on the basis of what is known” deduces an hypothesis that has to be                  

tested, hence this type of research is based on the existing literature (Bryman & Bell, 2010,                

p.55). Furthermore, the deductive approach requires the researcher to turn the concepts involved             

in the hypothesis into researchable entities and operational terms (Bryman & Bell, 2010).  

 

To investigate the research question, we implemented a mixed method research design including             

a dominant quantitative method and a supporting qualitative method. First, an online-based            

survey experiment was chosen, our study has focused on Instagram users and therefore an              

online-based survey was a relevant way to reach our respondents. Moreover, as pointed out by               

Saunders et al. (2012), a survey strategy enables researchers to examine and explain relationship              

among variables, thus this method was deemed relevant to answer our research questions.             

According to Gaines et al. (2007), experiment enable researchers to compare the judgments of              

respondents under different treatments and groups. The experimental setting of the survey was             
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chosen to explore audience perception regarding the SMI credibility, the attitude toward            

sponsored posts and the brand attitude when exposed to an SMI’s profile with different levels of                

popularity.  

 

The online-based survey experiment gathered less valid answers than expected. Moreover, some            

of the hypotheses formulated were rejected. Therefore, semi-structured interviews were used to            

overcome the problem of insufficient data (Saunders et al., 2012) and to drive the interpretation               

of the relationships among variable (Bryman & Bell, 2010).  

 

3.2 Literature review 

To achieve this academic research, the first step was a literature review to gain a better                

understanding of the concepts involved in our topic. Reviewing the existing literature related to              

our topic enabled us to understand the concepts, the research methods, strategies, and ultimately,              

the unanswered questions of that topic (Bryman & Bell, 2010). Literature researches have been              

completed by browsing into different databases including Uppsala University Library, Business           

Source Complete EBSCOhost, and Google Scholar. Identifying certain keywords and their           

synonyms is key to find relevant references (Bryman et & Bell, 2010; Saunders et al. 2012).                

Therefore, the research has been based on the following selected keywords: 

 

❏ Social Media Influencer / digital media influencers / influencer / blogger 

❏ Online popularity / popularity / number of followers 

❏ Source credibility / perceived source credibility / credibility / endorsers’ credibility 

❏ Brand attitude / attitude toward the brand 

❏ Attitude toward the ad / attitude toward advertising 

 

Data emerging from this research comes from various sources including academic sources and             

business magazines. Some scholars and researchers have been identified as valuable source of             

information thanks to their peer-reviews and repeated quotations in other academic researches            
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(Saunders et al. 2012) and hypotheses were based on those sources. We also referred to business                

magazines and businesses marketing material. Therefore, we deemed some of those sources as             

possibly biased. Business could have conflicting interests since the data are part of their              

marketing communication possibly biased by their willingness to sell. As recommended by            

Saunders et al. (2012), Bryman et & Bell (2010) and other scholars and researchers, as often as                 

possible, data coming from possibly biased sources have been compared with other academic             

and peer- reviewed sources to ensure the validity of the study. 

 

3.3 Online-based survey experiment 

The main research strategy of this study is an online-based survey experiment self-completed by              

respondents. According to Saunders et al. (2012) this type of questionnaire is relevant when              

researching on a computer-literate population such as Instagram users. Moreover, surveys are a             

type of questionnaire often used by researchers taking a deductive approach, they allow to gather               

a large number of responses, further treated and used in a quantitative analysis (Saunders et al.,                

2012; Bryman et & Bell, 2010). This research strategy also offers a low contamination risk and                

the possibility to reach a geographically dispersed population (Saunders et al., 2012). However,             

some drawbacks are associated to this research strategy. First, the response rate depends on the               

willingness of respondents (Saunders et al., 2012). Second, different computer systems may            

display images and layouts differently and, therefore make the design unclear (Saunders et al.,              

2012). Therefore, the survey was created using the software Qualtrics which offers a stable              

design across different operating systems. When using online type of questionnaires, Saunders et             

al. (2012) recommend a 2 to 6 weeks duration to complete collection, hence due to time                

constraints the collection process took place between the 15th of April and the 1st of May.  

 

This research aimed at understanding the impact of SMI online popularity on an audience’s              

perception of their SMI credibility. Therefore, a relevant way to examine the impact of SMI               

online popularity on their SMI credibility was an experimental design in which we could              

manipulate the variable SMI online popularity. Therefore, we needed to expose respondents to             
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different conditions consisting of SMI profiles with different level of online popularity to further              

compare respondents ratings of SMI credibility across the different conditions. Based on Jin and              

Phua (2014) experimental design, we created three identical SMI profiles excepted their number             

of followers, comments and likes to use them as our stimuli. The numbers of followers,               

comments and likes have been inspired by real SMI profiles operating on Instagram. According              

to Gaines et al. (2007), an experiment implies the random assignment of participants to the               

different conditions. Consequently, and thanks to the software, we randomly assigned our            

respondents to only one of the three conditions: Low online popularity (15k followers, 842 likes,               

15 comments), Medium online popularity (147k followers, 36k likes, 154 comments), High            

online popularity (1,5M followers, 146k likes, 520 comments). The picture 1, below, gathers in              

one shot the three conditions shown to the three groups of respondents. Of course, only one                

condition was displayed per respondent (see appendix 1). 

Picture 1 - Popularity levels 

 

 

Experiments usually requires a control group which does not receive the treatment and has to be                

compared with the other groups which received treatments, in order to understand the effect of               

this treatment (Gaine et al., 2007; Bryman & Bell, 2010). However, in the case of online                

popularity it was not possible to establish a control group and hence, we established this               

“quasi-experimental design” in which the independent variable SMI online popularity was           
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manipulated without a control group as a basis for comparison (Bryman & Bell, 2010, p.88).               

Quasi-experiments are sometimes criticized because researchers are unable to randomly assign           

respondents to treatment and control groups when they manipulate “social arrangements” which            

can threaten internal validity (Bryman & Bell, 2010, p.88). However, our manipulation of social              

arrangements, in three distinct conditions allowed us to randomly assign respondents thanks to             

an online software. Moreover, quasi-experiments are recognized to offer a great ecological            

validity since its reproduces real life conditions (Bryman & Bell, 2010).  

 

In a first part, psychometric questions were asked to respondents, such as their age, their gender,                

their occupation and finally their Instagram usage frequency. Questions about gender and            

Instagram usage frequency served to filter non-valid respondents’ answers. From the second part             

on, a stimulus (later described in section 3.3.2) was disclosed and respondents were asked to rate                

different adjectives on reversed likert scales (1= Strongly agree, 7= Strongly disagree). The             

adjectives were connected to the different concepts operationalized (See section 3.3.3) to test our              

hypotheses: SMI credibility, attitude toward sponsored post and brand attitude.  

 

3.3.1 Sampling  

Due to restrictions time, money and access restrictions, researching implies the need of             

population sampling (Saunders et al., 2012). To allow findings to be generalized to a particular               

population, the research has been limited to french women between 18 and 35 years old. They                

represent a major part of Instagram users in France (napoleoncat.com, 2017). Moreover, fashion             

and cosmetics for women are the most commercially successful recommended products on            

Instagram (Duffy and Hund, 2015).  

 

To guarantee respondents’ understanding of the questionnaire, the survey has been translated in             

French using a back translation technique. This technique is argued to be useful to avoid               

inconsistencies usually resulting from a single translation (Usunier, 1998).  
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A non-probabilistic self-selection sampling method has been selected for time and convenience            

reasons. Self-selection sampling on the web implies a hyperlink posted on frequently visited sites              

(Couper, 2000). Couper (2000) argues that this type of survey is hazardous because the sample               

might not be representative of the population. However, in our case, this method enabled us to                

reach our target. We contacted the administrators of different Facebook groups interested in             

cosmetics to be allowed to post an hyperlink on their online space. Those forums were selected                

for their interest in cosmetics since, logically, its members were likely to browse for cosmetic               

products on Instagram. Another criteria when choosing the forums was a minimum size of 1000               

members that was supposed to ensure a high response rate. The following forums accepted our               

request: MakeUp addict France; Ongles, Beauté, Maquillage, Bijoux et Cosmétiques France;           

Teint Parfait; Astuces Beauté; Astuces et beauté by Caroline. 

The online-based survey experiment reached 230 respondents, however, many questionnaires          

were found to be only partially filled. After screening the responses, only 119 were deemed valid                

and selected for the quantitative analysis. At least, 44 respondents were assigned to the Low               

popularity condition, 37 to the Medium popularity condition, and 38 to the High popularity              

condition. Among the respondents, a large majority were students (55.21%), the second most             

represented occupation segment was employees with a full time job with 32.52%. Employees             

with a part-time job accounted for 7.98% of the respondents and 3.68% were unemployed. A               

majority (75.76%) of the respondents used Instagram on a daily basis. 10.61% of the respondents               

used the app four to six times per week, 8.59% used it two to three times per week. Finally,                   

5.05% of the respondents used the app only once a week.  

 

3.3.2 Stimuli  

In order to recreate the context of SMIs sponsored posts and test our hypotheses, we needed to                 

expose respondents to three SMI profiles, with three different levels of popularity featuring a              

sponsored post. Therefore, we started observing real SMIs accounts in order to create our fake               

stimuli profiles. First of all, we needed a type of product often recommended by sponsored posts                

and matching Instagram’s main user segment. During the literature review, we learnt about             

L’Oréal Influencer Marketing strategy (Digiday.com, 2017) and the large representation of           
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L’Oréal product on the Social media. Consequently, we decided to create stimuli displaying an              

SMI recommending a L’Oréal product, namely, an highlighter.  

The stimuli featured several parts and aimed at reproducing realistic SMI Instagram profiles. A              

main picture was the product recommendation itself, and a few other smaller pictures were              

included to reproduce Instagram layout. Below the picture, a friendly text describes and             

recommends the product. A small resume has also been featured below the profile name and was                

inspired by real SMI profile resume. (See picture 2 below and appendix 1) 

 

The purpose of having three stimuli was to manipulate the independent variable SMI online              

popularity. This is why we kept the exact same profile in the three conditions except the metrics                 

of social media online popularity highlighted by Khamis et al. (2016) : the number of followers,                

the number of likes and comments. 15k, 150k and 1.5 million followers were deemed to be                

relevant to represent respectively, small, medium and large SMIs depicted in online blogs and              

business magazines (markerly.com, 2015; Chen, 2016; Giant Media, 2016; Digiday, 2017).           

Consequently, the number of comments and likes were adapted to the levels of popularity.  

Picture 2 : translated stimulus (High online popularity)  
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3.3.3 Measurements 

To answer the research questions and investigate the research model, a total of 37 measurement               

items were used to measure the three constructs of this study, SMI credibility, Attitude toward               

sponsored post and brand attitude. All the items of the three constructs have been taken and                

adapted when needed from past researches to guarantee their face validity (Bryman & Bell.,              

2010). Respondents were asked to rate their degree of agreement on reversed likert scales from 1                

to 7 (1= strongly agree; 7= strongly disagree) 

 

SMI Credibility 

The 15 items composing the three dimensions have been taken from Ohanian (1990) Source              

Credibility Model, who sorted out the most relevant items to measure source credibility from              

past researches. They aim at measuring and comparing the perceptions of respondents assigned             

to the three different conditions. 

 

SMI Credibility SC1 Attractiveness Attractive 

SC2 Classy 

SC3 Beautiful 

SC4 Elegant 

SC5 Sexy 

SC6 Trustworthiness Dependable 

SC7 Honest 

SC8 Reliable 

SC9 Sincere 

SC10 Trustworthy 
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SC11 Expertise Expert 

SC12 Experienced 

SC13 Knowledgeable 

SC14 Qualified 

SC15 Skilled 

 

Attitude toward sponsored posts 

The five items have been selected and operationalized from Mehta & Purvis (1995). The original               

questions have been adapted to fit the research topic. Items have been used to evaluate the                

attitude toward sponsored posts and its relationships with the SMI credibility and the brand              

attitude. 

Attitude toward 

sponsored posts 

ASP1 I like to look at sponsored posts 

ASP2 Much of sponsored posts are interesting 

ASP3 Sponsored posts reflect the performance of L'Oréal 

ASP4 Products presented in sponsored posts are from better quality 

ASP5 Sponsored posts keep me up-to-date about products I need or I           

would like to have 

 

Brand Attitude 

The 17 items have been selected and adapted from Delgado-Ballester & Al (2003); Chaudhuri &               

Holbrook (2002); and Dodds et al. (1991). Items have been used to evaluate the attitude toward                

the sponsored brand: brand attitude and the relationships with Source Credibility and Attitude             

toward sponsored posts for each of the three different level of popularity. 
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Brand Attitude Ba1 Attractive 

Ba2 Good for me 

Ba3 Desirable 

Ba4 High quality 

Ba5 Interesting 

Ba6 Differentiating 

Ba7 Useful 

Ba8 Sophisticated 

Ba9 Superior 

Ba10 Satisfying 

Ba11 Nice 

Ba12 High value 

Ba13 Exciting 

Ba14 Offer many benefits 

Ba15 Friendly 

Ba16 Advisable 

Ba17 Efficient 

 

3.3.4 Data analysis  

Data have been collected using the online survey platform Qualtrics. Qualtrics hyperlink            

function enabled us to create a quasi-experimental design by randomly assigning each            

respondent to one of the three conditions. Data has been collected and gathered in a CSV file                 

(Excel sheet).  
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As recommended by Saunders et al. (2012) and Pallant (2013) we started by screening data for                

errors, outliers and missing values. Answers from male respondents and Instagram nonusers            

were deemed invalid and filtered out. Also, we noticed that some respondents gave the same               

grades all along the survey (i.e only 7, 4, 1), thus, we considered these answers as invalid.                 

Qualtrics platform collected a total of 230 answers. However, 52 incomplete surveys were found              

in addition to 59 invalid answers and hence, thus, only 119 answers were considered to be valid.  

 

The software IBM SPSS statistics licensed by Uppsala University has then been used to analyze               

the collected data. The three condition low popularity, medium popularity and high popularity             

have been treated as categorical data since they can be classified into sets and placed in rank                 

order (Saunders et al. 2012). The validity of the constructs was tested using a principal               

component analysis (Pallant, 2013). The internal reliability was checked to guarantee the            

coherence of the Likert-scales thanks to a Cronbach’s Alpha test used by most researchers              

(Bryman & Bell, 2010). Once construct validity was established, the Likert-scales used to             

measure the different constructs of the study were summed to obtain an overall score per               

construct and were treated as interval-data (Saunders et al., 2012; Pallant, 2013) 

 

To test hypothesis 1, we needed to compare SMI credibility across the three conditions of SMI                

online popularity: low popularity, medium popularity and high popularity. In line with the             

recommendation by Pallant (2013), we used a Kruskal-Wallis Test. A Kruskal-Wallis Test is a              

relevant technique when comparing a continuous variable for three or more groups (Pallant,             

2013). The type of data suitable for this test are a continuous variable (i.e SMI credibility) and                 

one categorical independent variable with three or more categories (i.e online popularity)            

(Pallant, 2013). Additionally, we achieved three Mann-Whitney U Tests to compare each group             

with the others. Mann-Whitney U Test can be used as a follow-up of the Kruskal-Wallis. It                

compares two independent groups on a continuous measure. (Pallant, 2013). Ultimately, a            

median test was used to determine which SMI online popularity group received the better ratings               

in SMI credibility. 
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Thereafter, we needed to examine the relationships between SMI credibility and brand attitude;             

SMI credibility and attitude toward sponsored post; attitude toward sponsored post and brand             

attitude. The test of these relationships aimed at testing hypotheses 2, 3, 4 and the mediating role                 

of attitude toward sponsored post in the relationship between SMI credibility and brand attitude.  

 

Baron and Kenny’s (1986) procedure for identifying mediating effects was relevant for testing             

the mediating role of attitude toward sponsored post. Baron and Kenny (1986) proposes the              

following steps: 1) Regress the dependent variable on the independent variable to demonstrate a              

significance. 2) Regress the mediator on the independent variable to demonstrate a significance.             

3) Regress the dependent variable on the independent variable and the mediator. If there is               

mediation, the relationship of the independent variable to the dependent is expected to be              

reduced or even insignificant compared to the first step, and the relationship between the              

mediator and the dependent variable should be significant. Therefore, in the mediation test, SMI              

credibility is the independent variable, attitude toward sponsored post is the mediator, and brand              

attitude is the dependent variable.  

 

To complete the procedure of Baron and Kenny’s (1986) we needed the following three analysis:  

1. A linear regression with SMI credibility as the independent variable and brand attitude as              

the dependent variable which was therefore testing H2.  

2. A linear regression with SMI credibility as the independent variable and attitude toward             

sponsored post as the dependent variable testing H3 

3. A multiple regression with SMI credibility and attitude toward sponsored post as the             

independent variables and brand attitude as the dependent variable. This step tested H4             

and aimed at confirming the mediating role of attitude toward sponsored post 
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3.4 Semi-structured interviews 

The online-based survey experiment presented previously gathered a relatively low number of            

valid answers. Therefore, to support this quantitative analysis, we administered eight           

semi-structured interviews. According to Saunders et al. (2012) conducting interviews is a            

relevant way to overcome a problem of insufficient data. Moreover, it enables to explore and               

drive the interpretation of the relationships among the studied variables and was therefore used to               

examine the research model (Bryman & Bell, 2010). The findings of these interviews will              

support the discussion of our results in Chapter 5. 

 

Interviews were conducted with women using Instagram, aged between 18 and 35, to fit the               

survey sample and allow a satisfying level of generalisability. In line with Saunders et al. (2012)                

who recommend a minimum of five respondents for semi structured interviews, we first             

identified in our network of relationship a dozen of women who, together, represented fairly the               

sample of the survey in terms of age, occupation and Instagram usage frequency. However due               

to their time-schedule issues we could meet only eight of them. Our approach here can be                

defined as purposive sampling, a type of nonprobability sampling, since we used our judgment to               

determine the best cases that will represent the former sample of the survey (Saunders et al.,                

2012). Consequently, we conducted the interviews with eight interviewees, their profile is fully             

described in the following table.  

 

 

Table 1 - Respondents profiles 

Respondent n° Age  Occupation Instagram usage  

1 22 Full-time employee Everyday  

2 23 Student Everyday  

3 29 Full-time employee Everyday  

4 23 Student 4 to 6 times / week 
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5 24 Student Everyday  

6 19 Full-time employee 4 to 6 times / week 

7 26 Unemployed Everyday  

8 20 Student Once a week  

 

 

The interviews were conducted face-to-face in a quiet location chosen by the interviewee in line               

with the recommendations made by Saunders et al. (2012). Each interview lasted on average 20               

minutes and was conducted in french language. Even though we took notes during the              

interviews, we audio-recorded it with interviewee’s agreement in order not to miss any important              

information (Bryman & Bell, 2010; Saunders et al. 2012). We, the two researchers, led the               

interviews, one of us was taking notes and the other was in charge of leading the discussion                 

thanks to an interview described in the following section. As recommended by Saunders et al.               

(2012) we placed a particular emphasis on having a neutral behavior to avoid biases and a careful                 

attention to allow students to develop their answers.  

 

Interview guide 

When conducting semi-structured interviews, Bryman & Bell (2010) and Saunders et al. (2012)             

recommend researchers to prepare an interview guide that consists of a list of questions or topics                

to be covered during the interview. The interview guide is enclosed in Appendix 3. In line with                 

Bryman & Bell (2010), we started to build a list of sub-questions that aimed at further answering                 

the research questions of this study to guarantee the validity of the study. Saunders et al. (2012)                 

argues that semi-structured interviews should keep a certain degree of flexibility to allow             

respondents to provide a maximum of data. Flexibility appears as an important dimension of              

semi-structured interviews. As recommended by Bryman & Bell (2010), we did not try to follow               

the exact order of the questions listed on the interview guide, rather we used them to                

spontaneously organize the discussion. Nevertheless, in the end, all the respondents answered all             

the questions or topics worded in the same way (Bryman & Bell, 2010). Also, we avoided too                 

theoretical concepts and jargon when formulating the questions (Easterby-Smith et al., 2012). 
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As recommended by Bryman & Bell (2010) and Saunders et al. (2012), the interview guide               

started by a short introduction of the interview and the topic. Also, we explained to respondents                

that we wanted to have their real opinions on the topic and that, therefore, no answers were                 

considered to be right or wrong. In addition the respondents were given the right to skip any                 

question that would make them feel uncomfortable. We mentioned that collected answer remain             

anonymous and are used only for the purpose of this study. Last but not least, this introduction                 

ended by asking respondents their agreement concerning the audio-record.  

 

A particular attention was given to formulating the questions to avoid guiding interviewee’s             

answers. This aimed at diminishing the risk of bias, and therefore increase the reliability of the                

collected answers (Saunders et al., 2012). As recommended by Easterby-Smith et al. (2008) we              

used open questions as often as possible to avoid these biases. Open questions can be used to                 

obtain responses related to attitudes and facts (Saunders et al., 2012). During the interviews, we               

decided to use probing and specific questions only once words in relation to the items composing                

the different constructs of the study were mentioned by the interviewees in their answers to open                

questions. Therefore, we started the interviews with open questions on SMI online popularity and              

SMI credibility. When open questions led to interesting answers related to our topic we used               

whether probing questions or specific questions. Probing questions aimed at exploring responses            

further and specific questions were used to confirm respondents’ opinions (Saunders et al.,             

2012). In a second part related to the relationship between SMI credibility and attitude toward               

sponsored post we used open questions and short probing questions were spontaneously asked to              

confirm respondents opinions. The last part of the interview guide was dedicated to the              

relationship between SMI credibility and brand attitude. We opened the discussions with a             

specific question on their purchasing habits which was not guiding the interviewees toward an              

answer related to the topic. Finally, a last open question was asked to explore the link between                 

SMI credibility and brand attitude.   
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4. Results 

This part presents the results of the quantitative analysis. First, we present the constructs validity               

and reliability are established thanks to a factor analysis. Second, we present the result of the                

Kruskal-Wallis Test and Mann-Whitney U test aiming at testing the differences in SMI credibility              

ratings across the three experimental conditions implemented. Finally, the results from the            

different regression analysis are presented.  

 

4.1 Constructs validity and reliability 

Prior to the analysis of quantitative data, we proceeded to a factor analysis aiming at testing the                 

internal consistency of the measurement scales used in this research and confirm reliability             

(Bryman & Bell, 2010; Pallant, 2013). The statistical techniques used in this study assume that               

the dependent variables are normally distributed (Pallant, 2013). Therefore, in line with the             

recommendation by Pallant (2013), we first assessed the normality of each variable using             

Skewness and Kurtosis values. George & Mallery (2011) recommend having Skewness and            

Kurtosis values comprised between ± 2 to consider the distribution of the variables as normal,               

and our values were all comprised between ± 1 As highlighted in Table 1 . In addition, in line                   

with the recommendation of Pallant (2013), we further proceeded with a visual verification of              

the histograms, the Q-Q Plots, the box-plot and the distribution of the variables were deemed               

normal. 

Table 1 
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We proceeded with the factor analysis. It aimed at ensuring convergent and divergent validity of               

the three constructs, SMI credibility, attitude toward sponsored posts and brand attitude. As             

recommended by Pallant (2013) we chose a Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The 15 items              

of source credibility scale, the 17 items of brand attitude scale and the 5 items of attitude toward                  

sponsored post scale were therefore subjected to a PCA. Prior to the analysis, data suitability for                

factor analysis was checked. When inspecting the correlation matrix, many coefficients were            

found to be above 0.3 (Pallant, 2013). The initial analysis revealed eight components with              

eigenvalues greater than 1, with a Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy (KMO)            

above the recommended level of 0.6 (Pallant, 2013) with 0.880. Bartlett's test of sphericity was               

found statistically significant (p=0,000) and confirmed the factorability of the correlation matrix.            

The sample size for the analysis (N=119) was below the recommended 150, however in line with                

Pallant (2013) since we had numerous strong factor loadings over 0.8, the sample was deemed to                

be sufficient. 

 

Using a Cattell's scree test (Cattell, 1966), and in line with the three constructs of the study we                  

decided to retain 3 components for further investigation (Pallant, 2013). When choosing the             

factor rotation, in line with the recommendation by Pallant (2013) we tried different techniques.              

A Promax rotation gave a satisfactory solution with 3 components explaining 58,628% of the              

total variance. No cross loadings and factor loadings inferior to 0.5 were found.  

 

Furthermore, the internal reliability of the three constructs was tested using a Cronbach's             

coefficient alpha which is commonly used to test the internal consistency of constructs (Bryman              

& Bell, 2010; Pallant, 2013). The results showed alphas over the minimum of 0.7 recommended               

by Pallant (2013) with SMI credibility (0,945), Attitude toward sponsored posts (0.775) and             

brand attitude (0,955). 
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4.2 Hypothesis 1: Kruskal-Wallis Test and  Mann-Whitney U Tests 

To test hypothesis 1, a Kruskal-Wallis test has been achieved using the sums of the results                

obtained for each of the 15 items constructing SMI credibility, for the three groups (low online                

popularity, medium online popularity, high online popularity). Prior to the analysis, the            

assumptions of the Kruskal-Wallis Test were checked in line with the recommendation by             

Pallant (2013). The sample has been randomly affected to only one popularity group condition              

by the survey computer-software and no respondent appear in more than one group. Therefore,              

the sample was considered random and the observations independent (Pallant, 2013).  

 

Due to the use of reverse likert scales, the lowest scores indicate the most credible SMI profiles.                 

The overall means rank for perceived SMI credibility are 37,60 for low online popularity, 16,87               

for medium online popularity and 14,53 for high online popularity. The Kruskal-Wallis test has              

revealed a statistical significant difference in SMI credibility between one or more group of              

popularity (See Table 2).  

Table 2: 

 

 
Since the Kruskal-Wallis test only indicates a significant statistical difference between groups, a             

Mann-Whitney U test was further needed to determine which group significantly differed from             

one to another. Due to the use of reverse likert scales, the lowest grades indicates the highest                 

scores in SMI credibility.  
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The Mann-Whitney U test revealed a significant statistical difference in SMI credibility between             

groups 1 and 2 as shown in Table 3. (low online popularity - medium online popularity)(1,5;                

p=0,000). It shows that the SMI profile with medium online popularity is significantly perceived              

as more credible than the SMI profile with low online popularity. 

 

Table 3: 

 
 

The Mann-Whitney U test revealed a statistically significant difference in SMI credibility            

between groups 1 and 3 (See table 4). (low online popularity - high online popularity)(4,5;               

p=0,000) It shows that the SMI profile with high online popularity is significantly perceived as               

more credible than the SMI profile with low online popularity.  

 

Table 4:  
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The Mann-Whitney U test did not reveal any significant statistical difference in SMI credibility              

between group 2 and 3 as shown in Table 5 (medium online popularity - high online                

popularity)(93,5; p=0,436). It shows that the SMI profile with high online popularity is not              

significantly perceived as more credible than the SMI profile with medium online popularity.  

 

Table 5: 

 

 

The score obtained by the SMI profile with medium online popularity was relatively close to the                

one given to the SMI profile with high online popularity resulting in a nonsignificant difference.               

However, the mean ranks (See table 1) of the Kruskal-Wallis test and the median test,               

recommended by Pallant (2013)(See table 6), indicate that the SMI profile with high online              

popularity has received the better score in SMI credibility (i.e the lowest score). The SMI profile                

with medium online popularity received the second best score, and the SMI profile with low               

online popularity received the less favorable score (i.e the highest score). Therefore, the results              

supported that an SMI profile with a higher number of followers is perceived as higher in source                 

credibility than an SMI with a lower number of followers and hence, H1 was supported. 

  

Table 6:  
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 4.3 Hypotheses 2, 3, and 4: Mediational model testing 

To test our mediational model composed of H2, H3 and H4, we used Baron and Kenny’s                

procedure (1986). Linear regressions were used to achieve the two first steps testing H2 and H3,                

thereafter, a multiple regression aimed at confirming the mediating effect within the model as              

well as testing H4.  

 

Step 1: H2 

Before conducting the first step of Baron and Kenny’s (1986) procedure, regressing brand             

attitude on SMI credibility, the data were checked according to the assumptions underpinning             

linear regressions. On the scatter-plot, the residuals, forming a straight line, confirmed linearity             

and normality. Further, the alpha value of the Shapiro-Wilk test (0,993; p=0,794) was found              

upper the significant level (p>0,05) as recommended by Rose et al. (2015)(See table 7).              

Skewness and Kurtosis results (see table 1, part 4.1) also confirmed the normal distribution              

(Pallant, 2013). Multicollinearity was tested with the Variance Indicator Factor (VIF=1,001) well            

below the level of 10 recommended by Pallant (2013). Autocorrelation was checked with a              

Durbin-Watson test which gave a value of 2,014.(see table 7). According to Pallant (2013),              

Durbin Watson test values comprised between 1,5 and 2,5 indicate no autocorrelation.            

Homoscedasticity was checked with a scatter plot of residuals and predicted values. It showed a               

decently rectangular shape with most values at its center, indicating no violation of             

homoscedasticity.  

 

Table 7 
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Once the assumptions were met, we proceeded with a simple linear regression to measure the               

predictive power of SMI credibility on brand attitude which was expected to be positive. The               

linear model had an acceptable goodness-of-fit, explaining 46.5% of the variance in brand             

attitude (R²=0.465; F(1;117)=101.625, p=0.000). As highlighted in Table 8, the linear regression            

showed a significant positive effect of SMI credibility on brand attitude (B=0.682; p=0,000).             

Therefore, H2 was supported. 

Table 8 

 

 

 
 

  

Step 2: H3 

Before conducting the second step of Baron and Kenny’s (1986) procedure, regressing attitude             

toward sponsored posts on SMI credibility, the data were checked in line with the assumptions               

underpinning linear regressions. On the scatter-plot, the residuals, forming a straight line            

confirmed linearity and normality. The alpha value of the Shapiro-Wilk test (0,983; p=0,144)             

was found upper the significant level (p>0,05) as recommended by Rose et al. (2015)(see table               

9). Further, Skewness and Kurtosis values (See table 1, section 4.1) also confirmed the normal               

distribution of the data (Pallant, 2013). The Variance Indicator Factor (VIF=1,869) below the             
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recommended limit of 10 (Pallant, 2013) indicated no multicollinearity. A Durbin-Watson test            

which gave a value of 1,746 indicating no autocorrelation as comprised between 1,5 and 2,5               

(Pallant, 2013)(see table 9). Homoscedasticity was checked with a scatter plot of residuals and              

predicted values. It showed a rectangular shape with most values at its center, indicating no               

violation of homoscedasticity.  

Table 9 

 

Thereafter, we ran a simple linear regression to examine the predictive power of SMI credibility               

on attitude toward sponsored post which was expected to be positive. The results showed a               

nonsignificant effect of SMI credibility on attitude toward sponsored posts (B=(-0,034);           

p=0,714) as highlighted in Table 10. Hence, SMI credibility could not be considered to positively               

affect Attitude toward sponsored posts. Thus, hypothesis 3 was rejected. 

 

Table 10 
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Step 3: H4 and Mediational model testing 

We proceeded with the third step of Baron and Kenny’s (1986) procedure. A multiple regression               

was used to regress brand attitude on SMI credibility and attitude toward sponsored post. Prior               

to the analysis, the data were screened to check compliance with the assumptions underpinning              

multiple regressions (Pallant, 2013). For multiple regressions, Stevens (1996) recommends a           

ratio of 15 participants per predictor, with 119 participants and two predictors we had a ratio of                 

59 participants per predictor and the sample size was considered satisfying. The residuals             

scatter-plot forming a straight line was indicating linearity and normality. Multivariate normality            

was tested thanks to a Shapiro-Wilk test value (0,993; p=0,794) which was upper the              

significance level (p>0.05) as recommended by Rose et al. (2015)(See table 11). Skewness and              

Kurtosis results (see table 1, part 4.1) also confirmed a reasonable normal distribution (Pallant,              

2013). Further, as shown in table 11, tolerance values above 0.1, and VIF values below 10                

indicated no multicollinearity (Pallant 2013). Further, no significant relationships between the           

predictors were found in the correlation matrix (see table 12). The predicted residual scatter plot               

formed a decently rectangular shape with most values at its center, showing no evidence of               

violation of homoscedasticity (Pallant, 2013). 

 

Table 11 
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Table 12 

 

 

Thereafter, we conducted the multiple regression testing H4 and examining our mediational            

model. For that purpose, Brand attitude was regressed on attitude toward sponsored posts and              

SMI credibility. The results showed a significant effect of SMI credibility on brand attitude              

(B=0,682; p=0,000). The beta of this effect has not been reduced as compared to step 1, linear                 

regression of brand attitude on SMI credibility. Moreover, the result showed a nonsignificant             

effect of attitude toward sponsored post on brand attitude (B=(0,018); p=0,791)(See table 13).             

Consequently, H4 is rejected. 

Table 13: 
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The linear regression, conducted in the Step 2 of Baron and Kenny (1986) showed no significant                

effect of SMI credibility on attitude toward advertising (B=(-0,034); p=0,714). Moreover, the            

results of Step 3 showed that the standardized beta coefficient of SMI credibility significant and               

positive effect on brand attitude was unchanged when adding attitude toward sponsored post into              

the model (B=0.682; p=0,000). Also, in the model, attitude toward sponsored post had no              

significant effect on brand attitude (B=(0,018); p=0,791). Therefore, according to Baron and            

Kenny’s (1986) procedure, the mediational model formed by H2, H3 and H4 was not supported               

by our results. Only H2, explaining the positive and direct effect of SMI credibility on brand                

attitude, was supported (B=0.682; p=0,000). Ultimately, table 13 indicates that the mediational            

model including attitude toward sponsored post explains 46.5% of variance in brand attitude             

(R²=0.465; F(2;116)=50,445, p=0.000). It is equal to the variance explained by the first linear              

regression model of brand attitude on SMI credibility only (see step 1) which confirms that               

attitude toward sponsored has no effect on brand attitude.  
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4.4 Results overview: Completed model and hypotheses 

 

 
supported   

rejected 

  

Hypotheses and results overview
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5. Discussion  

This section presents the interpretation of the quantitative analysis discussed with the findings of              

the qualitative analysis. First, the relationship between SMI online popularity and SMI            

credibility is discussed. Second, the influence of SMI credibility on brand attitude is highlighted.              

Finally, a last part discuss the non-supported hypotheses of this study. . 

5.1 SMIs online popularity and perceived source credibility  

The results of the Mann-Whitney U Test and the associated Median test supported H1. Different               

level of online popularity (Low, medium, high) for an SMI led to different scores in SMI                

credibility. In line with the findings of Jin & Phua (2014), The SMI profile with High online                 

popularity (1.5 million followers) was perceived as the more credible profile by respondents.             

The data analysis showed statistically significant differences between the results of the SMI             

profile with Low popularity with both Medium online popularity and High online popularity SMI              

profiles. The small difference between Medium online popularity SMI profile and High online             

popularity profile was nonsignificant, but the analysis of the mean ranks and the median test               

confirmed that the higher the level of online popularity for an SMI, the higher his perceived SMI                 

credibility.  

 

The interviews provided some additional pieces of information. Overall, interviewees agreed on            

the fact that SMI profiles with high online popularity are perceived as more credible.              

Interviewees felt that having a high number of followers for an SMI indicates that he releases                

interesting content, and to some extent that he was credible. Below, the answer of respondent 8                

has been highlighted because it links the likeness for an SMI to be competent with his number of                  

followers. The respondent used the word “competent” which was one out of the 15 adjectives               

composing the Likert-scales measuring SMI credibility: 

 

“The more followers, the better”;“It means that a lot of people appreciate the content of the  

 SMI, so he is more likely to be competent.” Respondent 8 
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Further, Respondent 4 used the word “talent” which can be associated to the adjective talented,               

which is, similarly to “competent” one of the items measuring SMI credibility :  

 

 “If they are popular, it means that they do have talent because if they were posting poor quality 

content they would not be as followed.” Respondent 4 

 
Interviewees also expressed the idea that a high number of followers for an SMI indicates that he 

can be trusted. Trustworthy is one of the items adapted from Ohanian’s (1990) source credibility 

model which aimed at measuring SMI credibility in this study. Moreover, the idea of trust echoes 

the statement of Ranga & Sharma (2011) who argued that SMIs are bringing trust in the buying 

process. 

 

 “When SMIs have such large audiences, it means they worked hard to offer quality content to 

grow their audience, and now their followers trust them, so we can trust them.” Respondent 2 

 

However, interviewees agreed to say that when they choose to follow an SMI, his or her                

popularity has mostly an impact when the number of followers is perceived as low, meaning for                

them that the SMI’s content is not fitting needs and wants of Instagram users.  

 

“The number of followers does not make me follow, I look first at the style, the pictures and the 

quality of the content. But if the SMI is not popular, I will think twice before clicking on 

‘follow’”. Respondent 3 

 

Also, the findings of the quantitative study showed that the curvilinear relationship between             

online popularity and social outcomes proposed by Tong et al. (2008) is not valid in the case of                  

SMIs on Instagram. Therefore, it can be argued that the negative judgments of individuals              

gathering an implausible number of friends on the social media revealed by Donath et al. (2004)                

are not valid either in the case of SMIs on Instagram. Indeed, SMI profile with 1.5 million of                  

followers, which can be considered as an implausible number of friends, was the more credible               
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according to respondents. This difference between the studies’ results can be explained by their              

different focus. Donath and Boyd (2004) were studying the perception of ordinary social media              

users as opposed to particular users such as SMIs. We can assume that respondents considered               

that SMIs were not gathering a superficial collection of friends but rather growing their audience               

as part of their job. Rather, the results on online popularity and SMI credibility appear to be in                  

line with the findings of Jin and Phua (2014) who demonstrated a positive relationship between               

the level of online popularity of a celebrity and their perceived credibility. SMIs having the               

largest audience were perceived as more trustworthy, expert and attractive than SMIs having a              

smaller audience. On the other hand, the study conducted by Jin and Phua (2014) only               

investigated on a high versus a low level of popularity, not taking into consideration a celebrity                

profile with medium online popularity.  

 

Only Respondent 1 was in line with the findings of Tong et al. (2008) who supported the idea                  

that social outcomes such as credibility were decreasing after reaching a threshold number of              

friends. Her response suggested that SMIs having a high number of followers were 1) not honest                

anymore and 2) not necessarily talented:  

 

“A really high number of followers means that brands are managing their profile, so it’s not an 

honest representation of their life but rather an advertising magazine. I don’t consider this as 

having more talent than someone else” Respondent 1 

 
On the other hand, Respondent 4, thinks that SMIs with a high number of followers are more                 

trustworthy because they can choose which brands they want to endorse according to their own               

tastes and therefore make reliable recommendations:  

 
“SMIs with high popularity can decide whether they want to present X product or not, or 

establishing partnerships with X brand or not; because they like the product. Whereas small 

SMIs do not have the choice to endorse the brands they like, they need contracts and money.  

So it is more likely to be uninteresting or bad quality products”. Respondent 4 
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Ultimately, the differences in the perceived SMI credibility due to their amount of followers,              

therefore, suggest that different system-generated-information (Tong et al., 2008) displayed on           

the profiles (number of followers, likes, and comments) constituted different cues that further led              

customers to different perceptions about SMIs. 

  

5.2 SMI credibility and brand attitude  

The results of the regression analysis supported H3. The path demonstrated by endorsement             

scholars (Atkin and Block 1983; Fishbein and Ajzen 1975; Goldberg and Hartwick 1990;             

Mitchell and Olson 1981) between endorser credibility and brand attitude is supported by the              

results of this study and is therefore considered relevant to the context of SMI credibility and                

brand attitude. The more the SMI profiles were perceived as credible the more consumers had               

positive brand attitudes. This also supports the positive relationship between source credibility            

and brand attitude demonstrated by Jin and Phua (2014) in the context of celebrity tweets about                

brands.  

 

The regression analysis showed a strong effect of SMI credibility on Brand attitude. It can be                

explained by the strong persuasiveness of credible individuals who are able to shape audience              

attitude toward the endorsed brand (Hovland et al.,1951; Ohanian, 1990). The results also             

emphasizes the strong influence that SMI can have over prospective buyers as already pointed              

out by Sharma & Ranga (2014).  

 

When respondents were asked what were for them the characteristics of SMIs successfully             

recommending products, respondents delivered various answers illustrating some of SMIs traits           

for a positive brand attitude. Some items of source credibility were pointed out by respondents,               

nonetheless, answers were various and not all of them mentioned source credibility dimensions.  

 

The answer of respondent 1, below, points out that the SMI has to know what he is presenting,                  

which can be associated with the expertise dimension of source credibility model (Ohanian,             
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1990) and highlights the importance of aestheticism which can be related to attractiveness, a              

dimension of Ohanian’s model. It also corroborates the argument that an attractive message             

source can enhance the likability of a product (Baker & Churchill 1977; Maddux and Rogers               

1980).  

  

“The quality of the offered content is very important. The SMI has to know what he is presenting. 

It has to be somehow different, and if she is recommending make-ups she has to be beautiful.” 

Respondent 1 

 
On the other hand, below, the answer of respondent 5, tends to emphasize the trustworthiness of 

the SMI as a driver for a good product recommendation leading to changes in brand attitudes: 

 
 

“To me, it has to be a reliable and trustworthy person who really know about the presented 

product and share an honest vision. I mean he or she has really tried the product and wants to 

share his or her experience with the followers, with whether positive and sometimes negative 

comments.” Respondent 5 

 

5.3 Mediational model: SMI credibility, attitude toward sponsored and brand attitude  

H3 and H4 were not supported by the results of our quantitative analysis. The positive               

relationship demonstrated by Lafferty and Goldsmith (1999) and Goldsmith et al. (2000)            

between endorser credibility and attitude toward advertising was not supported by our results in              

the case of SMI credibility and attitude toward sponsored posts. Moreover, no positive effect of               

attitude toward advertising on brand attitude was supported by the results of this study.              

Therefore, the path between SMI credibility and brand attitude through the mediation of attitude              

toward sponsored posts supported by Lafferty and Goldsmith (1999) and Goldsmith et al. (2000)              

in the case of celebrity endorsers, was non-significant in the set of SMIs on Instagram. This                

difference between the studies can be explained by their different contexts and scopes. Lafferty              

and Goldsmith (1999) and Goldsmith et al. (2000) investigated this relationship in the case of               
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celebrity endorsers for TV advertisements. This study focuses on SMI sponsored posts on             

Instagram which can be very different from TV advertisements. 17 years elapsed between the              

studies and digitalization may have changed the rules of the game. Despite the non-significant              

results from the quantitative analysis, semi structured interviews provided some interesting           

findings that can, to some extent explain our nonsignificant results.  

 

Respondent 7 expresses the idea that SMIs posting only sponsored posts are not her favorite               

ones. Rather, this answer explains the SMIs should be posting aesthetic contents, and good              

pieces of advice and henceforth his/her sponsored will appear as legitimate: 

 

“The influencer (SMI) has to deliver something more than just products with links to the brand 

websites. He or she has to offer interesting and quality pictures, with nice backgrounds and a 

nicely done presentation and description of the product, give precious advice and not present 

only products on a regular basis” Respondent 7 

 

Also, Respondent 6, pointed out that even though she appreciates SMIs, she is not always               

satisfied with their postings. Indeed, it seems that several respondents felt like they did not really                

like sponsored posts but rather the micro celebrity behind them in line with the perspective of                

Khamis et al. (2016):  

 

“I am fed out with SMIs recommending “Fit teas”. Sometimes sponsored posts are really 

annoying, and even SMIs that I personally like can exasperate me” Respondent 6 

 

Regarding the relationship between attitude toward sponsored post and brand attitude. Two            

contradictory interviewees’ answers were particularly interesting. Respondent 1 suggests that          

attitude toward sponsored post is not related to brand attitude, she is rather negative about               

sponsored post, but she may have positive brand attitudes that lead her to the purchase decision. 
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“I hate sponsored post because of their intrusiveness, but I always end up buying recommended 

products. I sometimes really feel like a sheep” (i.e the respondent meant that she was influenced 

by SMIs) Respondent 1 

 

On the other hand, respondent 4 provided another point of view: 

 

“Generally speaking, I don’t really like sponsored posts. But sometimes, SMIs find new ways to 

recommend products. I love posts with a funny tone which present the product entirely, 

advantages and drawbacks, and sometimes making fun of the drawbacks. Those are the ones that 

convince me”. Respondent 5. 

 

The previous answer suggests that honest posts are appreciated and that they are likely to drive                

purchasing intentions that are linked to brand attitude. This answers also corroborate the             

statement of Sharma & Ranga (2014) who argue that SMIs bring trust in the buying process. 
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6. Academical Contribution and Managerial implications  

 
This research provided new academical knowledge as well as managerial implications on the             

topic of SMIs who are considered to represent an important part of tomorrow’s marketing (Latiff               

& Safie, 2015). This study provided an answer to the question of online popularity as a driver of                  

SMI credibility by showing that SMIs with a larger audience are perceived as more credible than                

smaller SMIs. The motivation of this study arises from conflicting findings from recent research              

on online popularity and social outcomes such as source credibility by Jin and Phua (2014) and                

previous studies of Tong et al. (2008). The relationship between online popularity and social              

outcomes had only been investigated for ordinary users of the Social media and celebrities. This               

relationship needed to be examined for the particular case of SMIs. Online popularity is very               

important for SMIs who constantly try to grow and maintain their audience size to please               

marketers. The results of the qualitative analysis showed that a high online popularity for SMIs               

represents a “you-can-follow” label for other Instagram users who assume that it indicates             

quality content. Also, the study contributed to the body of knowledge of digital endorsement by               

investigating SMIs through the lens of the endorsement literature on a different media platform,              

namely, Instagram, as suggested by Kapitan & Silveira (2016). Furthermore, this study            

demonstrated a strong positive relationship between SMI credibility and brand attitude. It            

showed that credible SMIs can drive positive consumers’ brand attitude. On the other hand, this               

paper did not support the path between SMI credibility, attitude toward sponsored post and brand               

attitude demonstrated by endorsement scholars in the set of celebrity endorsers (Lafferty and             

Goldsmith, 1999; Goldsmith et al., 2000).  

 

From a managerial point of view, the findings of this study generate new insights for businesses                

willing to develop an Influencer Marketing strategy. First of all, SMIs with large audiences              

appear as more credible and therefore persuasive than smaller influencers. Therefore, businesses            

should consider an SMIs’ audience size not only as a metric of their potential reach but also as an                   

indicator of their persuasiveness. However, the difference in perceived SMI credibility between            

the SMI with 1.5 million of followers and the SMI with 150.000 followers can be considered as                 
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rather small. It should be considered as a valuable piece of information in businesses              

decision-making. Indeed, partnerships with SMIs having gigantic audiences may be more           

expensive as compared to partnerships with SMIs having medium-sized audiences. Therefore,           

when choosing an SMI to advertise their brand, businesses could face a dilemma between, hiring               

medium-sized SMIs or hiring a single larger SMI to achieve the same reach. Businesses should               

solve this dilemma considering the price of the two partnership options as well the rather limited                

credibility surplus provided by larger SMIs. This reasoning emphasizes the idea of the power              

middle influencer, which is widespread in online blogs and business magazines. This study also              

showed that credible SMIs can drive consumers’ positive brand attitude. Findings also            

confirmed that SMIs can bring trust in the buying process and that their honest tone can be used                  

by brands to successively recommend their products. Also, some traits of SMIs, related to source               

credibility dimensions (Ohanian, 1990) have been mentioned by interviews as driving SMIs’            

ability to recommend products. Therefore, source credibility dimensions (Ohanian, 1990) could           

be used by marketers to generate relevant criteria for hiring new SMIs or guiding SMIs already                

working with them.  

 

7. Limitations & Future research 

From our choice of research methodology, arises some limitations that further leaves new             

research opportunities. One of the main limitation of our study is rooted in the online-based               

survey experiment. The survey gathered a limited number of valid answers (N=119). This small              

number of respondents can be argued to threaten the generalizability of this study. Therefore, we               

suggest that future researches gather a higher number of responses to test the hypotheses of this                

study. It could also enable researchers to implement different statistical analysis and increase the              

accuracy of their findings.  

 

In the online-based survey experiment, we created three conditions to test SMI credibility across              

three different levels of online popularity. Therefore, we suggest that future research examines             

the topic of SMI online popularity and source credibility with an experimental design featuring a               
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higher number of conditions representing different numbers of followers (i.e 100k, 110k, 120k.             

etc.). This type of design would require a very high number of respondents, however, it would                

represent the opportunity to further explore the relationship between online popularity and            

source credibility. Also, an existing brand was used to create the stimuli corresponding to the               

difference conditions of the study. Therefore, one could argue that respondents have been             

influenced by their already existing brand attitudes, or their experience with the product.             

Therefore, future research could develop sponsored posts stimuli displaying a fake brand            

specifically created to avoid any interference that might be caused by former brand attitudes.  

 

This research took a cross-sectional approach which enabled us to examine the relationships             

between measured concepts at one point of time. Nonetheless, we know that a part of SMIs’                

effectiveness as marketing tools is due to the relationship they develop with their audience.              

Consequently, further researches on SMIs could take longitudinal approaches and investigate the            

effect of this relational development between SMIs and their followers.  

 

The sample of the study was limited to women aged 18 to 35 years old, and therefore the results                   

are generalizable to this part of the population. Future research could test similar hypotheses on a                

male and or older population and compare the different opinions gathered on SMIs depending on               

respondents’ age or sex. Moreover, this study was focused on the cosmetic industry and therefore               

future research would contribute to the academical knowledge by investigating SMIs           

recommending product of another industry. As an instance, male SMIs recommending fitness            

products are very popular and could represent an interesting topic. 

 

Finally, in line with the recommendation given by Kapitan & Silveira (2016), we recommend              

future researchers to investigate the topic of SMI on a different media platform. When reviewing               

the literature and observing Instagram profiles, YouTube appeared to be an important platform             

for SMI communication, especially for product reviews. Therefore, future researches could focus            

on the relationship between SMI credibility and brand attitude in the context of YouTube              

product reviews. 
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8. Conclusion  

 
The objectives of this study were to understand the relationship between SMIs online popularity              

and their perceived source credibility and to understand the path between SMI credibility,             

attitude toward sponsored post and brand attitude.  

 

Regarding the impact of SMIs’ online popularity on their source credibility the qualitative and              

quantitative results of this study supported that SMIs with higher online popularity are perceived              

as more credible by their audience than SMIs with lower online popularity. Respondents of              

semi-structured interviews emphasized that high numbers of followers for SMIs indicate that            

they are credible and produce relevant content. 

 

Furthermore, SMI credibility was found to positively and directly influence brand attitude.            

However, neither the impact of SMI credibility on attitude toward sponsored post nor the impact               

of attitude toward sponsored on brand attitude were supported. Consequently, the mediational            

model proposed in this study was not supported. Later, a few respondents revealed that despite               

negative attitudes toward sponsored they had already been convinced by SMIs posts, thus             

revealing more complex mechanisms. 

 

This study showed that having too many followers on the Social Media for SMIs is rather an                 

advantage than an hindrance.  
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1. Stimuli pictures : SMI’s Instagram homepage plus one “detailed” sponsored post 

1.1 Translated stimulus 
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1.2 “Low popularity” stimulus 
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1.3 “Medium Popularity” stimuli 
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1.4 “High popularity” stimuli 
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2. Translated survey  
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3. Interview Guide 

 
● This interview will last around 20 min 
● Your answers will remain anonymous and will only be used for this study. 
● This interview aims at having an open discussion on SMIs and Instagram. Therefore,             

there are no good or bad answers, we just want to understand your perceptions and               
opinions on the topic.  

● We want you to feel comfortable during this interview. If any question makes you feel               
uncomfortable, we can go on to the next question. 

● Would you accept to be recorded during this interview so we make sure not to miss any                 
important information of your answers ?  

 
SMI online popularity and SMI Credibility (Open questions) 

Do you follow social media influencers on Instagram? 
Why do you follow SMIs ? 
Do you pay attention to the number of followers when visiting an Instagram profile ? 
What does the popularity (number of followers) of a Social Media Influencers tell you  
about him/her?  
 

(Probing/Specific questions) 
(Why/Why not?) Do you consider an SMI with a high number of follower as more expert  
than an SMI with a low number of follower? 
(Why/Why not?) Do you consider an SMI with a high number of follower as more  
attractive than an SMI with a lower number of follower? 
(Why/Why not?) Do you consider an SMI with a high number of follower as more 
trustworthy than an SMI with a  lower number of follower?  

 
SMI credibility and Attitude toward the sponsored post (Open questions) 

According to you what are the characteristics of an SMI releasing good sponsored posts? 
According to you what are the characteristics of SMIs releasing annoying or  
unconvincing sponsored posts ? 

 
SMI credibility and brand attitude  
(Specific question) 

Have you ever buy a product presented/recommended by an SMI ? Why ? 
(Open question) 

According to you, what are the characteristics of SMIs who successfully promote  
products ? 
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